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Time, as an invariable measurement of our lives, somehow is relatively diverse under different circumstances. The title of thiscollection is named ‘In Praise of Time’,

which is referred to a Japanese author Junichiro Tanizaki’s book, ‘In Praise of Shadows’ This book mainly talked about the difference between eastern and western.

Compares to the western, the eastern usually are more attractive by darkness and shadow. Since in darkness, it’s hard to tell if time is still passing by. A blink of time

can be eternity, and eternity can be a second. Besides, based on the research of Japanese traditional architecture, lineal shapes are perfectly cooperated with

random plants or decoration, just like time, which is in a block but out of boundary. Picture also works the same way. It is blocked in a frame but telling a story beyondrandom plants or decoration, just like time, which is in a block but out of boundary. Picture also works the same way. It is blocked in a frame but telling a story beyond

just one moment. Therefore, the main idea of this collection is to blur and build connection between moment and period by using darkness and blocking.



As Tanizaki mentioned in his book that the beauty of washitsu (traditional Japanese room) is based on the density

of darkness. When the room gets darker, people can appreciate more of the beauty of washitsu. During I

researched on Japanese architecture, I can gradually understand how the darkness works with the washitsu.

Besides, there are lots of lineal shape breaks the room in several sections, but there are always some plants or

decoration perfectly cooperating with the blocking moment, like they grow out of the boundary.





From the research, folding screens are widely used in Japanese washitsu to divide space, and

there are usually scenes painted or craved on them. Every scene is blocked in a rectangle

shape. Pictures are also worked in the same way that they capture a moment into a square. However, pictures usually tell stories of our

memory. Even every picture is limited in a frame, the meaning behind it always grows out of the frame. Therefore, I found several pictures have

great memories to me and divide them through outline.







3D Experiment.





Prints Exploration.





Fabric Manipulation.



Color Theory.
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As I did research for pervious project, I got to know a

special Japanese aesthetic, Wabi Sabi. Wabi refers to a

spiritual theory originated from teaism which contains

the philosophies of simplicity, irregularity, freeness and

tranquility. Sabi is an aesthetic of the natureness. It questions the eternity, and looks for the beauty of transient and imperfection. Simply concluding in “nothing lasts, nothing completed, nothing

perfect”, the philosophy of wabi-sabi is ideally balance between human and nature which is mainly what I’m looking for. What’s more, the attitude and aesthetic of imperfection that wabi-sabi sublimate

is just the perfect way toward design and daily lives.is just the perfect way toward design and daily lives.



Since Wabi-sabi played an important role on Japanese tea culture, I looked into some tools like cup and

teapot for their tea ceremony, which inspired me for the shape of perfume bottle. All of them shared the

same idea of irregular but fluent shape. Even they are not perfectly made, the tone they expressed are 

very calm and quiet.
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Inspired by ancient ceramics for Japanese tea ceremony, I combined common perfume bottle with irregular shape

of stone to create specific atmosphere for the perfume. For the scent, I chose mostly wood scent which are

natural and steady.

· Gaiac Wood

· Olibanum

· Cypress

· Frankincense

· Vetiver

Possible ingredients:
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In this project, I continued research on Wabi-sabi and focus the

actual expression of Wabi-sabi in art and technics.Kintsuki is a

       typical technic for wabi-sabi which uses gold to mend the

             broken part of crafts. Also I found leaves skeleton as a special expression

                              of wabisabi because it is the “dead” 

                                      leaves but with beautiful texture.












